D360 Scientific Informatics Platform
TM

Focus Your R&D Expertise on Data Understanding and Leave the
Data Consolidation to Us
Discovery drug research requires understanding complex biological, chemical, logistical and
computational data from a wide variety of data sources. A key bottleneck for discovery project
teams is the ability to efficiently and easily access the most current and relevant data from internal
and external data sources, ideally in a consolidated and cohesive project data view. To tackle this
challenge, Pharma and Biotech companies have traditionally implemented solutions by creating
pre-defined data views, requiring extensive IT support and maintenance.
Certara’s D360 platform was specifically designed to meet the discovery researcher’s workflow
needs by providing a self-service data access and integrated analysis solution that enables scientists
to focus on understanding the data, versus the time-consuming tasks involved in assembling data

“

We selected D360 because
it was more user-friendly
and intuitive than
competitive solutions while
being less burdensome for
IT after deployment.

”

– D360 Selection
Committee Member

D360 User’s Desktop: A Hub for Data Access & Analysis
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from various sources. With a few simple mouse clicks, queries
can be created or executed that retrieve, transform, and present
the data in the required format for analysis, without any manual
data manipulation or dedicated IT support. The D360 integrated
visualizations and chemistry analytics tools provide scientists
with the ability to easily explore structure activity relationships,
resulting in faster, more objective project decisions.

How Does D360 Differ From Other Data
Integration Tools?
With D360, Certara has created an end user-accessible scientific
data network that can be used to quickly and accurately answer
critical research questions. Whether you want a standard project
data view or need to answer a specific research question, project
data and ad hoc datasets can be pulled and tied together into a
consolidated view.
From Efficient Data Access to Scientific Understanding
• Make better informed decisions - D360 capabilities go beyond
data retrieval by providing interactive data filtering and
exploration, and numerous visualizations, for built-in analysis
and calculation of key parameters
• D360 connects to data analysis tools, eg, TIBCO Spotfire®,
JMP® Software, and to a wide range of industry-standard
productivity and presentation tools, eg, Excel®, PowerPoint®,
chemistry sketchers and others
Deployment, Expansion and Customization
• D360 can be quickly deployed without changes to the existing
informatics infrastructure

Self-Service Access to Current Scientific Data
• D360’s drag and drop query-building interface enables all
users—from novice to advanced—to easily ask complex scientific
questions without having to know where the data resides
• D360 requires minimal IT support and maintenance
• D360 automatically discovers and provides access to new
assays as they become available
• D360 connects to and integrates data from commercial data
solutions (eg, assay and chemistry registration systems), public
databases, custom developed data warehouses, and web services
Create a Self-Sustaining User Community with Built-In
Collaboration and Sharing Tools
• D360’s macro framework automates an entire analysis
workflow by capturing the scientist’s analysis steps, allowing
other scientists to execute the same workflow
• Data queries, datasets, lists, data and comments can be shared
through a common workplace
• The integration of data access with analysis ensures scientists
are always using the most current data needed for critical
decision making
D360 has been deployed across a wide range of companies:
from small biotech firms that need data access from a single data
source, to large global pharma companies that require a more
comprehensive enterprise solution for data integration. Regardless
of size and need, D360 demonstrates that simplified data access
and integrated data analysis leads to faster time to insight.

• D360 can be customized through public Application Program
Interface (APIs) and Software Development Kit (SDK) for more
advanced needs

About Certara
Certara is a leading provider of decision support technology and consulting services for optimizing drug
development and improving health outcomes. Certara’s solutions, which span the drug development and
patient care lifecycle, help increase the probability of regulatory and commercial success by using the most
scientifically advanced modeling and simulation technologies and regulatory strategies. Its clients include
hundreds of global biopharmaceutical companies, leading academic institutions and key regulatory agencies.
For more information visit www.certara.com or email sales@certara.com.
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